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Abstract 

The main idea of this article is to develop a system for the improvement the efficiency of distribution and retail interaction. Basic theoretical 
and practical information for structuring and presentation were obtained. The system was developed and based on the basis of Microsoft 
Framework ASP.NET. The programming language C # (C Sharp) was used. 
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1 General 

Today, all outlets are in need of a system that controls the 
trade [1, 2]. The aim is to develop a system to improve the 
efficiency of interaction between distribution and retail 
through automation and provide the following benefits to 
participants in the process: 

RETAIL 
 Increasing the profitability of the outlet and reducing 

fault; 
 Reduction of working capital; 
 Acceleration cycle, "the need for the product - 

delivery"; 
 Automation of the procurement process; 
 Saving time pharmacists; 
 Support for scalable business. 
DISTRIBUTOR 
 Increase sales; 
 Formation of a "descending"; 
 Automation of the sales process; 
 Saving time pharmacists.  

 
FIGURE 1 Structure of Relationships between distributor and retail 

THE SYSTEM: 
 centralized, all the data is in a central location; 
 has a multi-tier architecture having multiple levels: 

first - data sources (accounting system at the point of 
sale), the second - the repository (DB MS SQL), the 
third - User interface (UI). 

The System is proposed to allocate the following 
functional subsystems: 

 Control Service (CS) - a coordinating role subsystems; 
 Access Point Service (APS) - Service interactions 

with external sources protocol SOAP; 
 Planning Service (PS) - pre-treatment and analysis of 

data; 
 Export Service (ES) - clearance and shipping orders; 
 Email Notification Service (NS) - to send notifica-

tion to users; 
 Web UI system operators and customers; 
 Administrator Console; 
 Logging Service (LS) - logging of system events 

(user actions, events, services, errors, etc.). 

2 Conclusions 

In a result of the work, the system is designed and developed 
on the basis of the Framework ASP.NET. The system satis-
fies all the modern requirements stated to the applications of 
such type. It has simple but efficient design, user-friendly 
interface, and ability to implement the large number of 
complex processes.  
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